II. Improving research culture: realizing responsibility!
And so are her friends Mei-li and Peter

we
AND SO IS HER
FRIEND MEI - LI

MARIE, MEI-LI AND PETER FOLLOW THE SAME MASTER’S PROGRAM. WHILE
FOLLOWING A LECTURE OF ONE OF MARIE’S HEROeS THEY TALK ABOUT PLANS FOR
THEIR FUTURE CAREERS..
* Making Science Education and careers attractive for young people aims at improving science and technology literacy in our society.

MARIE IS
COMMITTED
TO MAKE
HER DREAM
come true.
SHE PUSHES
HERSELF TO
WORK HARD
AND STUDY
HARD TO GET
THE BEST
POSSIBLE
GRADES..
SHE
GRADUATES
AS ONE OF
THE BEST OF
HER CLASS.

AFTER WORKING HARD ON HER GRADES, HER CV AND
MOTIVATION LETTER MARIE APPLIES FOR A PHD POSITION
IN GLOBAL SUSTAINABILITY SCIENCE

submitted

MARIE TELLS HER FRIEND SARA FROM HIGH SCHOOL ABOUT HER
APPLICATION. SHE CAN’T WAIT TO START AND REALLY HOPES SHE GETS IN!

Three months later...

Marie opens the email
and for a second her
heart stops beating..

But one rejection
doesn’t stop her from
chasing her dream, so
she applies for other
positions... But again...

Marie meets with Mei-Li to ask for advice. Mei-Li found a phd position and
is now working as a researcher and tutor in sustainable care.

And again...

Three months later Marie has a meeting with her
prospective phd supervisor...

I got
the
job!

Marie can’t wait to tell mei-li that she got offered
the position and they will be working at the same
university! She thanks Mei-li for her help.
AND SOON HER FIRST DAY ON THE JOB IS THERE!
... That’s a lot of older
white men.. do I belong in
such an environment?

But when she walks in.. she notices something she
didn’t notice before..

After a couple of
months working
at the university
Marie meets
with Susan,
one of her most
favourite people
in the world
for a cup of
coffee. It is her
former intern
supervisor who
she has been in
contact with ever
since. Marie
considers Susan
as her life coach.
After a couple
of months at
the university
Marie is hoping
susan can give
her some advice
on how to deal
with her doubts
about the work
environment..
* A focus on Gender means fostering gender balance in research teams, in order to close the gaps in the participation of women. This includes
ensuring gender balance in decision-making and integrating the gender dimension in research and innovation.

Please don’t give up
yet. This world needs
bright women like
you in science. Think
of the young girls
that need a rolemodel

Marie always takes the advice of susan very seriously and asks
her what she should do..
Marie
realizes
she
needs to
collaborate
with
societal
partners to
get better
results,
but also to
generate
societal
impact
with her
research..

And so Marie continues.. she works hard..

I want to work in the
FIELD and
collaborate
academic
with nonpartners
societal

that is not
how we
do things
around here

* Public Engagement is about co-creating the future with citizens and
civil society organisations, and also bringing on board the widest
possible diversity of actors that would not normally interact with each
other, on matters of science and technology.

I am glad to see you are done with
your article. If you ask me it is
ready to be published! I think it is
best if you put the names of myself
and your PHD colleague walter on
your article as well.. better chances
that you get through the peer
review process..

still, she works crazy hours next to teaching, until she is done with her FIRST Draft

...And I saw in your email that you still
are waiting for the consent of your
participants.. I don’t think you should
wait any longer.. you need those publications on your name.. better get this one
out a.s.a.p.
Are you sure? I mean, if
you say this is how it’s
done, I guess... Ok,, I will
make the articile ready
for publication..

She has an appointment with her
supervisor to talk about her article..

..this is
wrong..

The last couple
of months,
Marie didn’t go
out for drinks
and her friends
have been calling
her to hang out
again. Marie
felt guilty about
it, but tonight
there is some
time and space
to hang out
with mei-li and
peter! It has
been quite a
while since Meili and Marie
saw Peter. He is
now working in
his dream job: at
an NGO trying
to reduce plastic
waste. Marie
tells them about
her conversation
with her
supervisor..

it just felt wrong when
I left the room.. but
somehow I didn’t feel
I could say no.. I also
feel pressured to
publish a.s.a.p.

So sorry to hear
this Marie..
how are you
holding up Meili? Are you
experiencing
similar issues?

Oh my god
Marie.. That is
horrible! You
should stand
Up against
publishing
without
consent1.. but
the names.. they
do that all the
time i guess..

* Ethics is an integral part of research from the beginning to the end. It includes research integrity and reFLection on the consequences of the
research. It is only by getting the ethics right that research excellence can be achieved.

Mei-Li shares her experiences.. and her
doubts...
Last week i asked
if I can publish my
article and data open
access and there was
absolutely no way.. My
supervisor told me it
is because they don’t
get support for this
as an institution.. but
still.. i truly believe
that our knowledge
should belong to the
public..

I can’t believe you both are working so hard and
barely have any time to see friends anymore.. And
with all these ridiculous restrictions that hold
you back from actually saving the planet? Why don’t
work for an ngo like me?

* Nowadays, it is widely recognised that making
research results more Openly Accessible contributes
to better and more EFFICIENT science, and to
innovation in the public and private sectors.

Marie walks home
after her drinks with
mei-li and peter..
Although it was a fun
night she feels like
she is walking home
with broken dreams..
Marie is now
seriously doubting
whether she should
leave academia..
And while she is
walking she receives
a message..
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Marie is confused, sad, angry and maybe tired most of all.. Even though she wants
to call Sara back, Marie just can’t get herself to do so.. her mind is spinning..
What can Marie do?

I still want to contribute
to solving societal and
environmental challenges but
now I’m just getting trained to
publish as many articles as fast as
possible…”

Should I look
for another
university?
Maybe things
are different
there..

Can’t I join
forces with
mei-li and
others to
change the
culture at our
university?

But I have a PhD
position now..
This might be my
only chance..

“you can’t
give up.. you
should be a
role model
for young
girls!”

But I still love research and
I want to develop myself as a
multifaceted and responsible
researcher. If only my training
would allow me to do so!

To be continued...
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